
 

 

  

 

So Many Cases, So Little Time 
 

 

Greetings! 
This month I ran across several articles about cases that are in the court system for thefts in the 
timber industry. It reminded me that there always seems to be a debate about whether companies 
should even prosecute. So often the effort doesn't seem to be worth the trouble and, in many 
cases, the money is never even recovered.  
 
Therefore, I thought that this month I would summarize just a few of the typical cases th 
at have happened recently all over the US and revisit the pros and cons of 
prosecution.  

 
Warmly, 
Aaron 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary of Just a Few Recent 
Cases 
 

Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
Michael Edwards, 55, was arrested earlier this 
year for allegedly harvesting 10 acres of land 
and not compensating the landowner. 
Edwards was the owner of M&M Logging 
Company of Pineville, Louisiana. The 
Louisiana Department of Agriculture and 
Forestry received a complaint from a Rapides 
Parish landowner. He reported that Edwards 
never paid him the proceeds from the land 
that was harvested in 2016. He estimated the 

harvest was worth about $14,000. Edwards admitted to stealing the timber and was booked into the 
Rapides Parish jail. If convicted, he faces jail time of up to 10 years and/or a fine of not more than 
$10,000. The question remains, even with the confession, will he be able to pay the fine or repay 
the landowner for the loss in compensation.  

 
This is one of the big reasons that many companies don't want to prosecute. Most perpetrators 
have already spent the money by the time it was discovered and then the prosecution process 
takes so long and may not even result in a conviction. 

 

 

 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Z3fR1xiXP5HxySz_1EtVFoA8I5sqvm_upZQaj1AZgKWgSBikXUi3in7nXKeSXEq7PhXESQDlM00GDUPq_PKMsKwxi-1aJHNYO26FY24K95IvLp3F4xFcIvelhr23-bULuLG_GSq7elEwhSlSbjGuNdpCNhPTp2d29RlNKhNrx-esArRTSPSa9g==&c=1BWU4J7ckTljrbm73SBO_8HFRTkXHC4KNPYDrb8NhiHjsZWPAPqAtA==&ch=nVcD0CzcAcOcac_zm3noPdHKvJ5_uizCN03GPbJ9ljW0HVFmGYKmuQ==


  
Caldwell, Missouri 
  
Charles Griffin, 36, and Marvin Yoder, 48, were arrested for cutting down walnut trees at various 
location in Noble County Missouri and then selling the logs to an area lumber company. The charge 
is petty theft. Both pleaded not guilty and are awaiting trial. Most of the properties affected are 
owned by Consol Energy.  
  
Not only will they be unlikely to pay for the trees, it will be difficult to even determine how many 
trees were cut and estimate the value of the theft. In addition, it will be up to the prosecution to 
prove there was a theft and that these are the ones who committed the crime. Further, this is 
heading for a jury trial which makes conviction even more challenging ... and expensive. 
Oftentimes, the jury is swayed by the idea of the "little guy" being prosecuted by the "big 
corporation."  
    
Jackson, Mississippi 
  
A Mississippi man pleaded guilty to a fraud scheme that prosecutors say took in well over $100 
million and victimized more than 300 people.  
  
The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, which is pursuing a separate civil suit against 
Adams, says he began defrauding investors as early as 2004. Authorities say the 58-year-old 
Jackson resident persuaded investors to loan him money, promising interest rates of 12 percent to 
15 percent a year and repayment over 12 to 15 months. Adams told investors he was buying rights 
to cut timber cheaply and then selling them for higher prices to sawmills. 

 
Adams faces up to 20 years in federal prison and a fine of $250,000. Prosecutors say they also 
want Adams to forfeit his gains and make restitution.  

 
Adams apparently skimmed some of the money to pay personal expenses and used some to begin 
real estate developments. He offered notarized deeds to cut timber as collateral, but those deeds 
were bogus. A plaintiff claimed Adams and a salesman for the scheme persuaded her to loan 
Madison Timber Properties nearly $170,000, but when she tried to cash her monthly check after the 
SEC froze Adams' accounts, she was turned away by a bank. Another plaintiff tried to file its deed 
for a purported 400-plus-acres of timber rights in Monroe County, only to be told by courthouse 
workers that no such parcel existed. 

 
This is a case not of timber theft but of selling shares in a timber harvest from someone with no 
right to the timber or the land. Although prosecutors say "well in excess" of $100 million was 
invested, it's unclear how much was lost. This is a typical Ponzi scheme where Adams used some 
of investors' money to pay commissions to other people who solicited new investments, usually 
from friends and family. 

 
Those salesmen and their employers could be sued by disgruntled investors. They could also face 
civil suits from securities officials or even criminal charges. It is especially egregious to prey upon 
and swindle people out of their hard-earned money, and even more so when you are talking about 
life savings and retirements for the elderly. 

 

To Prosecute or Not: That is the Question 
 

It's never clear how these cases will turn out. Some get reimbursed for their stolen goods. Others 
can spend time and energy with no result.  It is apparent from the cases above, some states have 
better laws on the books, which aids in the prosecution of timber theft.   States with weak timber 
theft laws make it more difficult for their constituents to prosecute timber theft.    



  
There is merit to either decision. Below are some pros and cons to help in seeing both sides of the 
argument. 
  
Prosecute: My preference is almost always to prosecute. This is especially true if the case is pretty 
air-tight. Doing so sends a great anti-fraud message to the community at large and can result in a 
conviction of some sort. Even if the loss is small to one person or company, if someone is a thief 
they are likely to have robbed others as well. The company or individual can receive restitution for 
either the real amount of the loss or a pretty good estimate. In addition, the company will signal to 
the world that it is tough on security which will likely prevent further instances. Thieves look for safe 
bets where there is little resistance and if the forest industry's security systems are sloppy or even 
non-existent, loopholes will be found to to get away with it, on the ground and in court.   
  
Don't Prosecute: On the other hand, the reality of the situation can be quite confounding as it 
unrolls:  
Prosecutions in our justice system are time consuming and can be a big distraction to the business. 
Employees generally must assist the investigator who then works with the company lawyer. Once 
the case is assembled and all agree to move forward, the next step is to convince law enforcement 
that timber theft is a crime and then persuade the District Attorney that this type of case is important 
enough to take up the court's time. All of that takes time and money and both go up with each 
outsider brought into the mix, charging by the hour for services.  
  
Once convicted, generally an individual with no criminal record will likely not get jail time since 85% 
of fraudsters are first time offenders. Furthermore, in many cases, the fraudsters didn't accumulate 
assets or create large savings accounts, there habits "burn cash" (think gambling and 
addictions),  so they lack funds to pay any restitution.  
  
Finally, even if the person or company can get restitution, there is a cost to prosecution that may 
make the restitution breakeven at best or in smaller cases, a losing proposition.   
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